WORKSHEET

DOODLETHON
how to draw an awesome doodle!

Doodles are best made when we have lots of creative
energy in our fingertips and a pen in our hands.
doodles can include anything you want - dinosours,
squiggles and shapes, to patterns, cats and food. literally
anything! a great doodle can turn into an even better design
or a fabulous artwork.
anyone can doodle at any age and it makes us feel great just
putting pen to paper and being creative. drawing and being
creative is great for wellbeing. doodling when bored can
activate your mind and when overloaded, helps to clear it.
it also helps us to improve our pen skills for important
things like handwriting, so have a go at completing some of
our activities so you can show off your skills when you
have finished your work at school!

WORKSHEET
colour in some doodles
lets think about colour! doodles can be coloured in or left as
line drawings. choose the ones that you think need some colour
to help bring them to life:

you can colour me
in too...

WORKSHEET
try to finish some patterns
where does your pen lead you away from these patterns?

you could doodle
around this page
too

WORKSHEET
some great designers & artists for inspiration:
where does your pen lead you away from these patterns?
This design called 'new
forest' is by local designers
brennan and burch. you may
have seen it on the wall
near romford station. they
turn lots of their drawings
into wallpaper - repeating
their patterns and pictures.

mr doodle is an artist who is
happy to draw his artworks
everywhere! from galleries
to walls to whole rooms
full of doodles. he says his
work grows 'relentlessly'
and he thinks of his artwork
as 'graffiti spaghetti'.

you could doodle
around this page
too

WORKSHEET
practise doodling your mind
Try drawing all of your favourite things together Your favourite animal, your favourite food, your favourite
item of clothing - what else do you love? Try to fill up the
whole box!

WORKSHEET
final 'doodlepiece'
take all of the patterns and pictures you have drawn before to
make one final artwork. decide what colour it should be, what
objects it should include and the patterns it might have. make
it larger on our 'big doodle artwork' when you are finished.

amazing doodlepiece by:
....................................

